Press release

GTT Training and Wavelink Maritime Institute in collaboration
to deliver LNG training in Singapore
th
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Paris – July 6 , 2020. GTT Training Limited (GTT Training) is pleased to announce that it has
agreed a training partnership with Wavelink Maritime Institute (WMI) of Singapore.
This partnership will facilitate the delivery of GTT Training’s LNG industry related courses at WMI’s
training facility in Jurong, Singapore, expanding both WMI’s portfolio of courses offered to the maritime
industry and GTT Training’s regional presence in South East Asia.
The partnership agreement includes the installation of GTT Training’s Liquid Gas Handling Simulator
‘G-SIM’ at the Wavelink Maritime Simulation Centre and the co-sharing of expertise. This will facilitate
the full range of LNG handling and operations courses for the personnel involved with LNG Carriers,
Terminals and LNG fuelled vessels to be provided at WMI’s facility.
Ray Gillett, Director and General Manager of GTT Training said, “We are very pleased to be able to
announce this partnership with WMI as it will combine the resources and expertise of two leading
institutions, enabling us to better assist the industry in providing the trained personnel they require to
meet the increasing demand on vessels that carry and use LNG in the region.”
About GTT Training Ltd.
GTT Training Ltd. specialises in providing high-quality, specialist technical training, in all aspects of LNG, together
with real-time simulation and software tools, in support of the LNG industry.
For more information, visit http://www.gtt-training.co.uk.
GTT Training Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of GTT (Gaztransport & Technigaz), which is a technological and
engineering company expert in containment systems with cryogenic membranes used to transport and store
liquefied gas, in particular LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas).
For more information, visit www.gtt.fr.
About Wavelink Maritime Institute (WMI)
WMI was founded in 2007 and is dedicated to providing quality maritime education, training and consultancy
services for both the local and the international maritime community, to better enhance and further strengthen the
competencies of maritime professionals and seafaring officers to meet the demands and challenges of the
international maritime environment. The establishment of the Wavelink Maritime Simulation Centre allows WMI to
deliver maritime training in an applied learning environment.
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GTT Training is a GTT subsidiary that is dedicated to the training of maritime professionals involved with the use of LNG as a cargo and marine

fuel and the development of associated simulation tools.

